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Abstract

We present the first observational evidence for convectively generated cold pools (CP) as driving mechanism for low-level jets

(LLJ). Our findings are based on a unique campaign dataset that allowed us to perform a systematic assessment of the process.

During the three-month campaign in Germany, 4.7\% of all identified LLJ profiles were connected to a CP (CPLLJ). Most

measured CPLLJs appeared with the CP front and lasted for up to two hours. Moreover, we have observed a CP favouring the

formation of a several-hours long LLJ. In that case, a strong LLJ and cooling of the atmosphere between the surface and at

least 400\,m a.g.l. were seen when the density current reached the measurement site. The development led to the formation

of a near-surface temperature inversion during daytime as a prerequisite for the LLJ, not unlike the mechanism of nocturnal

LLJs.
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Abstract14

We present the first observational evidence for convectively generated cold pools (CP)15

as driving mechanism for low-level jets (LLJ). Our findings are based on a unique cam-16

paign dataset that allowed us to perform a systematic assessment of the process. Dur-17

ing the three-month campaign in Germany, 4.7% of all identified LLJ profiles were con-18

nected to a CP (CPLLJ). Most measured CPLLJs appeared with the CP front and lasted19

for up to two hours. Moreover, we have observed a CP favouring the formation of a several-20

hours long LLJ. In that case, a strong LLJ and cooling of the atmosphere between the21

surface and at least 400m a.g.l. were seen when the density current reached the mea-22

surement site. The development led to the formation of a near-surface temperature in-23

version during daytime as a prerequisite for the LLJ, not unlike the mechanism of noc-24

turnal LLJs.25

Plain Language Summary26

Low-level jets (LLJ) are strong winds that occur in the lowest few hundred meters27

of the atmosphere. Their influence ranges from transporting moisture and pollutants,28

to impacts on aviation safety and wind power production. LLJs typically occur at night,29

when the surface strongly cools, e.g., during cloud-free skies. Newly available measure-30

ment data from a campaign in summer 2021 gives us the unique opportunity to test the31

hypothesis that LLJs can also be driven by a cold pool (CP). CPs are areas of relatively32

cool and dense air formed by downdrafts underneath precipitating clouds. Our study pro-33

vides the first observational evidence that CPs can favour the generation of a temper-34

ature inversion, with reduced friction of the winds with the surface, as a prerequisite for35

generating LLJs also during daytime. The observations show how CPs and LLJs are con-36

nected to each other.37

1 Introduction38

Low-level jets (LLJ) are wind speed maxima in the lowest 50–500m of the tropo-39

sphere (e.g., Shapiro & Fedorovich, 2010; Ziemann et al., 2020). They have implications40

for the transport of moisture and pollutants (e.g., Angevine et al., 2006; Chen & Tomassini,41

2015), for aviation safety (e.g., Blackadar, 1957), the formation of dust storms (e.g., Schep-42

anski et al., 2009), and wind power production (e.g., Gutierrez et al., 2016; Lampert et43

al., 2016). In the classical theoretical description of inertial oscillations, LLJs develop44

due to the decoupling of nocturnal winds from the surface friction by the formation of45

a near-surface temperature inversion (Blackadar, 1957; Van de Wiel et al., 2010). These46

conditions typically occur at night, particularly during cloud-free conditions that allow47

strong radiative cooling of the surface (Sisterson & Frenzen, 1978; Beyrich, 1994). LLJs48

formed by this mechanism are often called Nocturnal LLJs (NLLJ).49

Other driving mechanisms for LLJs are known. A LLJ can form when a near-surface50

temperature inversion is formed by warm air advection over relatively cooler near-surface51

air. The associated tilt of isobaric surfaces leads to a thermal wind that under certain52

conditions can manifest itself as a LLJ. This mechanism can, for instance, play a role53

over gently sloping terrain and coastal areas, when a sufficiently large temperature gra-54

dient due to differential heating occurs (Mahrt et al., 2014; Kalverla, Duncan, et al., 2019;55

Svensson et al., 2019). Kilometre-scale regional model simulations, which partially re-56

solve convective processes, further suggest that LLJs in summertime West Africa can be57

connected to convectively generated Cold Pools (CP) (Heinold et al., 2013), but due to58

the lack of suitable observational data, was to date difficult to verify. CPs are mesoscale59

areas of relatively cool and dense air formed through downdrafts associated with evap-60

oration of hydrometeors underneath precipitating clouds (Kirsch, Hohenegger, Klocke,61

Senke, et al., 2022). According to Heinold et al. (2013), the LLJ profiles are generated62

by aged cold pools from deep convective clouds that glide up over a radiatively gener-63
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ated stable near-surface layer. Up to date there was no adequate observational data for64

a systematic assessment of CPs as driving mechanism for LLJs. We now have the op-65

portunity to overcome the past observational limits by combining different measurements66

that were collected during a unique observational campaign in summer 2021 (Hohenegger67

et al., in review). Specifically, we use the new dataset to test the hypothesis that LLJs68

can be driven by CPs and that this is due to their cooling effect on the near-surface layer69

itself.70

2 Data and Methods71

2.1 FESSTVal Campaign72

This study is based on data from the Field Experiment on Submesoscale Spatio-73

Temporal Variability (FESSTVaL, Hohenegger et al., in review), organized by the Hans-74

Ertel-Centre for Weather Research in Germany. The primary goal of FESSTVaL is mea-75

suring sub-mesoscale to mesoscale variability employing a measurement strategy to cover76

three main aspects: boundary layer patterns, cold pools and wind gusts. The FESST-77

VaL campaign took place from June to August 2021 in the region of the Meteorologi-78

cal Observatory Lindenberg – Richard Assmann Observatory (MOL-RAO) of the Ger-79

man Weather Service (DWD). MOL-RAO is situated in a rural area of the federated state80

Brandenburg in Eastern Germany (EG). The campaign was special due to a dense net-81

work for near-surface measurements, with 80 low-cost and custom-designed APOLLO82

(Autonomous cold POoL LOgger) stations and 19 WXT weather stations (Kirsch, Ho-83

henegger, Klocke, & Ament, 2022). These stations were circularly distributed with a max-84

imum radius of 30 km from the centre where the three supersites were located. The re-85

gional network of many near-surface temperature and humidity sensors was ideal for the86

measurement of CPs.87

At all supersites, Doppler wind LIDAR instruments were installed for vertically re-88

solved wind measurements over heights of several hundred meters, which are needed for89

observing LLJs. The supersites were located in Lindenberg (EGL, 52.21
◦N, 14.13◦E),90

Falkenberg (EGF , 52.16
◦N, 14.14◦E), and Birkholz (EGB , 52.20

◦N, 14.19◦E), with a91

distance of about ∼6 km between each other. The flat area around EGF and EGB is agri-92

culturally used, with the latter having trees in the vicinity. EGL is located in a more93

complex area with buildings and a hill. The LIDAR in EGF and EGB operated in the94

gust mode, i.e., a measurement configuration that allows wind measurements with ∼395

seconds temporal resolution (Steinheuer et al., 2022). The same gust mode was oper-96

ated in EGL, except for 01-10 June 2021 when the velocity azimuth display (VAD) method97

was used (Päschke et al., 2015). We compute 10 minute averages of the winds retrieved98

from the LIDAR measurements unless otherwise stated. Our analysis is based on data99

for all days that had at least 50% data coverage with the LIDAR. Taken together, we100

had sufficient LIDAR measurements on 72, 60 and 63 days in EGF , EGL and EGB .101

We further used data for temporally continuous temperature profiling from a mi-102

crowave radiometer (Löhnert et al., 2022) and tower measurements from 10-98m in EGF ,103

and profiles from radiosondes (Kirsch, Stiehle, et al., 2022) in EGL. Radiosondes were104

launched every six hours beginning at midnight as part of the standard measurement of105

MOL-RAO. Additional soundings were carried out at times in between the standard times106

when events of special interest occurred. For the analysis of the atmospheric stratifica-107

tion, we calculated virtual potential temperature profiles and the Richardson Number108

(Ri) underneath the core of LLJs from radiosondes in EGL and from standard instru-109

ments for weather monitoring that are mounted on a 100m high meteorological tower110

in EGF . Large Ri values (Ri>0.25) imply that the stratification is stronger than shear-111

driven mixing. Unstable conditions and turbulent mixing are associated with negative112

Ri values (Han et al., 2021).113
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2.2 Automated Identifications114

2.2.1 LLJ115

We adopt an automated detection algorithm for LLJs for a systematic analysis of116

the data. Several approaches for LLJs exist, e.g., using relative (Banta et al., 2002; Tuononen117

et al., 2017; Wagner et al., 2019) or absolute (Andreas et al., 2000; Banta et al., 2002;118

Hallgren et al., 2020) criteria to identify sufficiently strong maxima in wind speed pro-119

files. We adopt the method as in Luiz and Fiedler (2022) for the comparability of the120

results. The algorithm uses a vertical shear in the wind speed stronger than –0.005 s-1121

above the jet core for the characteristic nose of LLJs, paired with a minimum difference122

of 2ms−1 between the jet core and the next minimum in the wind speed in the 500m123

deep layer above the jet core. The jet core was defined as the first maximum in the wind124

speed in the lowest 500m a.g.l..125

Prior to the application of the LLJ detection algorithm, we smoothed the vertical126

profiles using moving averages every 5 measurement heights and obtained wind profiles127

with a vertical resolution of 26.5m. The smoothing reduces the small scale and fast vari-128

ability in the winds associated with turbulence. We than removed all detected LLJs shorter129

than 20 minutes since visual inspection showed that these were daytime profiles with strong130

turbulent changes in the wind speed with height. LLJs were detected in all vertical pro-131

files for which we had at least 75% of data between the surface and 1000ṁ a.g.l.. We con-132

nected individual LLJ detections that are consecutive or have up to 20-minute gaps in133

between individual LLJs into one LLJ event. We therefore account for short intermit-134

tent mixing events during LLJs in the statistics.135

2.2.2 Cold Pool136

Past studies identified Cold Pools (CP) using different data ranging from bound-137

ary layer towers (Goff, 1976; Kirsch et al., 2021), moving instruments aboard aircrafts138

and ships (Terai & Wood, 2013; de Szoeke et al., 2017), precipitation radars (Borque et139

al., 2020), model data (Heinold et al., 2013) and a combination of instruments (Mueller140

& Carbone, 1987; Feng et al., 2015). In our study, we adapted the method from Kirsch141

et al. (2021) using 10m temperature data from the measurement tower in EGF . The142

method defines a CP when a minimum temperature reduction by 2K in a 20 minute time143

window is measured. The first 10 minutes with a temperature difference by 0.5K is de-144

fined as the front of the CP. The subsequent temperature decrease during the next hour145

is identified as part of the same CP event. The results from this method were validated146

against a list of CP events from FESSTVaL based on a more complex and multi-site iden-147

tification method using the sensor network (Kirsch, 2022). Compared to the FESSTVaL148

list, three CPs were not identified by our automated method, because of the lack of a149

sufficient temperature decrease in EGF . We did not identify a LLJ for these cases. There150

were also four CPs that were missed by the algorithm due to a too weak temperature151

reduction in EGF , but had a LLJ signature. We therefore manually added these four152

CPs to our statistics. All LLJs that fall onto the same time as a CP were classified as153

CPLLJ*. All profiles from a LLJ event temporally connected to a CP, but not neces-154

sarily co-occurring with the CP, were classified as CPLLJ, i.e., all CPLLJ* are included155

in the CPLLJ statistics.156

3 Results157

3.1 Statistics of LLJs158

All supersites showed a similar frequency of occurrence for LLJs, with 20-23% of159

all available profiles. When accounting only for nocturnal profiles, adopting a solar height160

below 20◦, the LLJ frequency increased to 32-34% of all profiles. The larger frequency161
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of LLJs during the night period indicates a higher probability for forming a nocturnal162

LLJ (NLLJ) along with a stably stratified surface layer following the concept of an in-163

ertial oscillation (e.g., Blackadar, 1957). To assess such NLLJs in more detail, we take164

all LLJs longer than six hours at nighttime. From these NLLJ profiles in EGF , 74% co-165

incided with the occurrence of near-surface temperature inversions, measured by an av-166

erage increase of the air temperature with height in the first 200 m a.g.l.. The average167

Ri value between the surface and the NLLJ core at 00 UTC during NLLJs was 340. Both168

the temperature inversion and the strongly positive Ri are clear indicators of the reduced169

frictional effects on the winds in the NLLJ.170

The co-occurrence of LLJs across the supersites depends on their duration. When171

a LLJs in EGF occurred, we observed also a LLJ at the other two supersites in 75% of172

the cases. Restricting the analysis to events longer than 3 hours increased the LLJ co-173

occurrence to 84%. This is consistent with the perception that long-lived LLJs simul-174

taneously occur over a larger spatial extent for similar atmospheric conditions. Differ-175

ently, when analyzing events shorter than 3 hours, the co-occurrence decreased to 47%.176

This is to be expected since short LLJs can be associated with density currents from con-177

vective cold pools that may not affect all sites simultaneously or can be nocturnal LLJs178

perturbed by local conditions leading to intermittent vertical mixing at different times.179

Take for instance the measurements at EGF . There, 92% of the days had at least one180

LLJ detection, but events longer than one (three) hour were detected in 68% (40%) of181

the days.182

3.2 LLJs associated with cold pools183

3.2.1 Statistical assessment184

The results of the joint detection of CPs and LLJs highlight that 6.8% of all LLJ185

profiles in EGF were directly connected to a CP (CPLLJ). LLJs at the same time as the186

passage of the CP (CPLLJ*) add up to a fraction of 1.7% of the total number of LLJ187

profiles. From all CPLLJ profiles in EGF , we have seen in about 27% of the cases a si-188

multaneous occurrence of a LLJ at the other two supersites. The average length of CPLLJs189

was about two hours. CPLLJs in a triangular area with a side length of about six kilo-190

meters are therefore much shorter than NLLJs owing to the fact that the area with CPLLJ191

migrates in space over time and they have relatively short-lived driving mechanism. Down-192

drafts from deep convective clouds in the mid-latitudes generate the CPs. They are hor-193

izontally spreading density currents that are more local and short-lived for instance com-194

pared to the radiative cooling, that plays a continuous role in the nocturnal boundary195

layer across space as key process for NLLJs.196

CPLLJs occur under substantially different synoptic-scale conditions than NLLJs.197

The wind rose in Figure 1a shows that winds in the core of CPLLJs had two prevailing198

directions around Northwest and East, with easterlies being overall dominant. These di-199

rections are very different compared to the statistics for NLLJs that have primarily South-200

easterlies in the core. These results point to the overall different meteorological condi-201

tions under which NLLJs and CPLLJs occur. For example, while NLLJs are favoured202

by anticyclonic weather patterns in Germany (Emeis, 2014; Luiz & Fiedler, 2022), our203

visual inspection of the weather charts for the identified CPLLJs pointed to the influ-204

ence of a low pressure system (not shown). This result is consistent with the requirement205

of having a convective situation that allows for sufficient lift for the development of deep206

moist convection as origin of cold pools and CPLLJs.207

CPLLJ were on average slightly weaker and lower than NLLJs. Figure 1b–c shows208

the distribution of the wind speed and the height of the jet cores. The mean wind speed209

in the core of CPLLJ (CPLLJ*) was 7.1 (7.4)ms−1 at a mean height of 207 (190)m. This210

is about 1.5ms−1 less compared to the average wind speed in the core of NLLJs (8.6ms−1)211

and at a lower height by about 20m (227m). At the same time, the wind gusts in the212
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core of CPLLJs were stronger, with speeds up to 17.5ms−1 in EGF exceeding the max-213

imum of 15ms−1 for NLLJs by 2.5ms−1. Closer to the surface, the differences in the winds214

were even larger than in the core. When we use the 40m-wind speeds as an example, we215

find that the winds during CPLLJs were on average weaker, but associated with stronger216

gusts compared to NLLJs (Figure 1d–e). The 10-minute averaged differences between217

the maximum 3s gust and the minimum 3s wind speed were for instance 2.9 (1.9)ms−1
218

during CPLLJs (NLLJs) at 40m a.g.l. (Figure 1f) indicative for the sharp wind increases219

of CPLLJs that lead to wind-power ramps.220

Figure 1. Relative density histograms of the wind during NLLJs and CPLLJs in EGF .

Shown are: (a) LLJ core wind direction, (b) LLJ core height, (c) LLJ core 10-min averaged wind

speed, (d) 10-minutes averaged wind speed at 40m, (e) 40m wind gusts and (f) 40m wind speed

variability. Wind gusts are defined as the maximum 3s wind speed in 10-minutes intervals. The

variability in (f) was calculated as the difference between the gust and the minimum wind speeds

in the same 10-minutes intervals.

3.2.2 Temporal development221

Most CPLLJ appeared together with the CP front and were seen in our measure-222

ments for up to two hours after the front had passed. However, we observed three CPLLJ223

events longer than two hours with one such case during the afternoon of 29 June 2021.224

This CPLLJ event lasted for about six hours at EGF and was recorded at all supersites225

(Figure 2). The CP reached EGF around 14 UTC (16 LT), leading to jet-like profiles226

at all three supersites and strong winds with 10-min averages of up to 14ms−1. At EGF ,227

the CPLLJ started at the same time when the CP front arrived. The winds in the CPLLJ228

core were strong, e.g., with gusts in the jet core (at 40m) of up to 21 (13)ms−1 in EGB .229

The CPLLJ persisted until about 19 UTC (21 LT) at EGL and EGF . In EGB , the den-230

sity current started slightly earlier due to the geographical position of the site upwind231

from the other two sites. There, the CPLLJ development was interrupted by a break of232

about one hour after the CP had passed. This difference is due to local influences on the233

winds since the other two sites had a continuous detection of a CPLLJ over time. We234

also see changing heights for the core of the CPLLJ, particularly in the first hour after235

the CP passage. This behaviour is possibly connected to a gravity wave in the wake of236

the migrating cold pool, e.g., known from other density currents (Udina et al., 2013). At237

EGL, there was also a weak LLJ signature up to about 40 minutes ahead of the CP, pos-238
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sibly connected to upslope winds at the hill due to the strong daytime heating, reflected239

by a 2m air temperature of 28◦C before the arrival of the CP.240

A CP can favour the formation of a surface-temperature inversion that results in241

a LLJ formation similar to NLLJs. We illustrate this mechanism with temperature and242

wind speed profiles. The CP arrived in EGF around 14 UTC on 29 June 2021, visible243

as rapid reduction in the 10m air temperature by 5.7◦C within 20 minutes (Figure 2a244

and 3a). At the same time when the density current reached the site, a CPLLJ* pro-245

file occurred. The CPLLJ* shows the strongest wind speeds around 100m a.g.l. with246

gusts of up to 17ms−1 at EGF . The vertical profile of the wind speed has already the247

characteristic nose-like shape for a LLJ at all three sites when the CP front arrives (Fig-248

ure 2b). At that time the temperature profile is, however, still indicating unstable strat-249

ification (Figure 3a and c). Ten minutes after the passage of the leading edge of the CP,250

a temperature inversion is first seen, the winds slacken throughout the profile and CPLLJs251

profiles are identified (Figure 2). Because this development begins in the daytime con-252

vective boundary layer (16 LT), it is a clear indicator that CPs can contribute to build-253

ing a surface temperature inversion. In the case assessed here, the CP initially cooled254

all layers between the surface and up to at least 400m a.g.l., leading to a stronger cool-255

ing of the layers closest to the surface behind the passage of the leading edge of the CP256

(Figure 3a). Ten minutes later, the levels below 200m a.g.l. continued to cool, forming257

a temperature inversion as one would typically expect much later in the transition to night.258

The formation of the temperature inversion reduced the frictional coupling of the259

winds in some distance to the surface in the wake of the CP, allowing LLJs to form al-260

ready during the day with a mechanism similar to NLLJs. That change in stratification261

is seen ten minutes after the CP front, e.g., as inversion in the air temperature over the262

lowest 200m in EGF (Figure 2a). The newly formed CPLLJ in EGF is continuously seen263

in the measurements until 19 UTC. During the CPLLJ lifetime, several intermittent mix-264

ing events occur indicated by the change in the vertical stratification and below-threshold265

Ri, particularly in the evening transition between 16 and 18 UTC, i.e., two to four hours266

after the CP front. After 18 UTC, the nocturnal radiative cooling sufficiently strength-267

ens the surface inversion again to increase Ri. The development of low-level stratifica-268

tion including the height of the CPLLJs is clearly seen in the vertical profiles for virtual269

potential temperature from radiosondes in EGL (Figure 3c–d). One hour ahead of the270

CP, the boundary layer has the typical daytime profile with unstable conditions close271

to the surface and a neutral stratification in the well-mixed layer with light winds through-272

out the boundary layer (13 UTC, 15 LT). At the time of the CP arrival in EGL and EGF273

(14 UTC, 16 LT), the virtual potential temperature decreased with height, indicative for274

convective mixing and a strong LLJ appears, with 14ms−1 in the core around 260m a.g.l..275

The virtual potential temperature profile shows a stably stratified surface layer in the276

wake of the CP (16 UTC, 18 LT) with a strong inversion between the surface up to 250m277

a.g.l.. At that time, a CPLLJ was seen with a core around 500m a.g.l. near the top of278

the surface inversion, in agreement with the LIDAR measurements. The Ri values sup-279

port these findings with Ri=-259 and Ri=-50 at 13 and 14 UTC indicative for vertical280

mixing, and Ri=2950 at 16 UTC that is characteristic for a stable stratification. The281

CPLLJ ended around 19 UTC (21 LT), thus around the time when NLLJ development282

would typically begin. In fact, NLLJs were mostly detected after 19 UTC during FES-283

STVaL. We suspect that the CPLLJ could have continued in the course of the night if284

no perturbation would have occurred. Although some periods of atmospheric stability285

were identified in the night after the CP event, the influence of a low pressure system286

prevent a sufficient reduction of the frictional coupling to the surface that would be needed287

for a NLLJ.288
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Figure 2. Temperature, stability metrics, and winds for the CPLLJ of 29 June 2021. Shown

are time series (a) for (shading) the vertical gradient in air temperature from the microwave ra-

diometer and (dashed line) the 10m air temperature in EGF , and (b–d) the (shading) vertical

profiles of wind speeds in EGF , EGL and EGB . In a, ∇ and − mark the times with above-

threshold Ri and positive vertical gradients in the virtual potential temperature calculated from

the meteorological tower between 10 and 80m as indicators for near-surface stable conditions,

and the vertical dashed lines mark the start and end point of the automated CP detection. In

b–d, black circles mark the automated detection of LLJs.

4 Discussion and Conclusion289

The present study shows the first systematic assessment of convectively generated290

cold pools (CP) as driving mechanism for low-level jets (LLJ) based on new observations291

in Central Europe. We provide observational evidence for how a CP contributes to the292

formation of a surface-temperature inversion that allows a LLJ to develop in the wake293

of a CP. The connection of LLJs and CP events was earlier only documented in convection-294

permitting simulations over Africa (Heinold et al., 2013), describing dust storms simul-295

taneously connected to LLJs and CPs. Heinold et al. (2013) inferred that aged cold pools296

glide up over a radiatively formed stable surface layer, triggering LLJ formation over a297

large area due to the locally induced pressure gradient. Our observational results high-298

light that a cold pool itself can help to form the surface inversion needed for a prolonged299

LLJ development. In the observed case, the boundary layer initially cooled the atmo-300

sphere up to at least 400m a.g.l. when the CP arrived. The temperature inversion de-301

veloped behind the leading edge of the CP, when the air below 200m a.g.l. continued302

to cool. Since this development occurred during daytime when radiative cooling does not303

dominate the temperature development, it points to CPs as trigger for the formation of304

a surface inversion. The associated reduced frictional coupling of the wind with the sur-305

face allowed the generation of LLJs in the wake of the CP already during daytime and306

not unlike the mechanism of nocturnal LLJs. We did not observe a continuous turning307

of the wind for LLJs connected to cold pools (CPLLJ), but this is also not the case for308

most nocturnal LLJs at the site due to non-stationary conditions. The strongest near-309

surface temperature inversion is seen at the beginning of CPLLJ, namely up to one hour310

after the CP front. Due to the later weaker stability, the winds in the CPLLJ core were311

weaker and there was more vertical mixing than earlier during the event.312
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Figure 3. Vertical profiles during the CPLLJ of 29 June 2021 in Falkenberg at the top and

Lindenberg at the bottom. Shown are vertical profiles of (a–b) temperature from the microwave

radiometer and wind speed from the Doppler wind LIDAR in EGF , (c–d) virtual potential tem-

perature with the vertically averaged Ri and wind speed from the radiosondes in EGL. CP in a,b

are the 10-min averaged profiles at the time of the automatically identified CP, with ± indicating

the time difference relative to the CP in minutes. All times are in UTC.

LLJs connected to cold pools (CPLLJ) comprised 4.7% of the LLJ profiles in sum-313

mer 2021. The average liftime of CPLLJs was two hours. Due to their low frequency of314

occurrence, CPLLJs do not strongly influence LLJ climatologies in regions where con-315

vective downdrafts play a minor role, but some of their characteristics, e.g. stronger gusts316

and wind variability compared to nocturnal LLJs, can have adverse impacts, e.g., for wind317

power production (Kalverla, Duncan Jr, et al., 2019) which becomes increasingly impor-318

tant as Europe moves towards more wind power capacities to reach climate-neutrality.319

The lower height and gusty winds associated with CPLLJs have for instance impacts on320

wind turbines and the operation of wind parks feeding electricity into the transmission321

grid that needs to keep a stable frequency within a tight range to avoid blackouts. Rapid322

temporal changes in wind speeds like during CPLLJs can lead to strong power fluctu-323

ations also known as power ramps. These can be technically balanced, but need to be324

known early enough, e.g., from forecasts and from climatological assessments. To that325

end, we compared the observed CPLLJs against ERA5 reanalysis data and found that326

none of the CPLLJs were simulated by the model (not shown). It indicates that a driv-327
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ing mechanism of LLJs is entirely missing. There is good reason to believe that this might328

also be true for other weather and climate models with parameterized convection, e.g.,329

indicated by the challenge to simulate cloud processes (Bony et al., 2015). Although CPLLJ330

are rare in Germany, they can be much larger and more frequent elsewhere, e.g., indi-331

cated by storm-resolving simulations in the Saharan desert (Heinold et al., 2013). Fu-332

ture research might advance our understanding of CPLLJ statistics, when more storm-333

resolving simulations become available.334

Open Research335

All FESSTVaL data is available in the SAMD archive found at https://www.cen336

.uni-hamburg.de/en/icdc/data/atmosphere/samd-st-datasets/samd-st-fesstval337

.html. The LIDAR data using gust mode can be found at https://doi.org/10.25592/338

uhhfdm.11227 and using VAD mode at https://www.fdr.uni-hamburg.de/record/339

11394. The microwave radiometer observations can be found at https://doi.org/10340

.25592/uhhfdm.10198, the radiosondes profiles can be found at https://www.fdr.uni341

-hamburg.de/record/10279 and the data from the network observations by APOLLO342

and WXT weather stations can be found at https://www.fdr.uni-hamburg.de/record/343

10179.344
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Can cold pools lead to the development of low-level1
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Key Points:7

• Observed low-level jets connected to cold pools were about 5% of all jet profiles8

during summer campaign in Germany.9

• Cold pools favoured reduced frictional coupling of the wind field as a prerequisite10

for generating low-level jets during daytime.11

• Low-level jets connected to cold pools were on average weaker but gustier than12

nocturnal jets.13
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Abstract14

We present the first observational evidence for convectively generated cold pools (CP)15

as driving mechanism for low-level jets (LLJ). Our findings are based on a unique cam-16

paign dataset that allowed us to perform a systematic assessment of the process. Dur-17

ing the three-month campaign in Germany, 4.7% of all identified LLJ profiles were con-18

nected to a CP (CPLLJ). Most measured CPLLJs appeared with the CP front and lasted19

for up to two hours. Moreover, we have observed a CP favouring the formation of a several-20

hours long LLJ. In that case, a strong LLJ and cooling of the atmosphere between the21

surface and at least 400m a.g.l. were seen when the density current reached the mea-22

surement site. The development led to the formation of a near-surface temperature in-23

version during daytime as a prerequisite for the LLJ, not unlike the mechanism of noc-24

turnal LLJs.25

Plain Language Summary26

Low-level jets (LLJ) are strong winds that occur in the lowest few hundred meters27

of the atmosphere. Their influence ranges from transporting moisture and pollutants,28

to impacts on aviation safety and wind power production. LLJs typically occur at night,29

when the surface strongly cools, e.g., during cloud-free skies. Newly available measure-30

ment data from a campaign in summer 2021 gives us the unique opportunity to test the31

hypothesis that LLJs can also be driven by a cold pool (CP). CPs are areas of relatively32

cool and dense air formed by downdrafts underneath precipitating clouds. Our study pro-33

vides the first observational evidence that CPs can favour the generation of a temper-34

ature inversion, with reduced friction of the winds with the surface, as a prerequisite for35

generating LLJs also during daytime. The observations show how CPs and LLJs are con-36

nected to each other.37

1 Introduction38

Low-level jets (LLJ) are wind speed maxima in the lowest 50–500m of the tropo-39

sphere (e.g., Shapiro & Fedorovich, 2010; Ziemann et al., 2020). They have implications40

for the transport of moisture and pollutants (e.g., Angevine et al., 2006; Chen & Tomassini,41

2015), for aviation safety (e.g., Blackadar, 1957), the formation of dust storms (e.g., Schep-42

anski et al., 2009), and wind power production (e.g., Gutierrez et al., 2016; Lampert et43

al., 2016). In the classical theoretical description of inertial oscillations, LLJs develop44

due to the decoupling of nocturnal winds from the surface friction by the formation of45

a near-surface temperature inversion (Blackadar, 1957; Van de Wiel et al., 2010). These46

conditions typically occur at night, particularly during cloud-free conditions that allow47

strong radiative cooling of the surface (Sisterson & Frenzen, 1978; Beyrich, 1994). LLJs48

formed by this mechanism are often called Nocturnal LLJs (NLLJ).49

Other driving mechanisms for LLJs are known. A LLJ can form when a near-surface50

temperature inversion is formed by warm air advection over relatively cooler near-surface51

air. The associated tilt of isobaric surfaces leads to a thermal wind that under certain52

conditions can manifest itself as a LLJ. This mechanism can, for instance, play a role53

over gently sloping terrain and coastal areas, when a sufficiently large temperature gra-54

dient due to differential heating occurs (Mahrt et al., 2014; Kalverla, Duncan, et al., 2019;55

Svensson et al., 2019). Kilometre-scale regional model simulations, which partially re-56

solve convective processes, further suggest that LLJs in summertime West Africa can be57

connected to convectively generated Cold Pools (CP) (Heinold et al., 2013), but due to58

the lack of suitable observational data, was to date difficult to verify. CPs are mesoscale59

areas of relatively cool and dense air formed through downdrafts associated with evap-60

oration of hydrometeors underneath precipitating clouds (Kirsch, Hohenegger, Klocke,61

Senke, et al., 2022). According to Heinold et al. (2013), the LLJ profiles are generated62

by aged cold pools from deep convective clouds that glide up over a radiatively gener-63
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ated stable near-surface layer. Up to date there was no adequate observational data for64

a systematic assessment of CPs as driving mechanism for LLJs. We now have the op-65

portunity to overcome the past observational limits by combining different measurements66

that were collected during a unique observational campaign in summer 2021 (Hohenegger67

et al., in review). Specifically, we use the new dataset to test the hypothesis that LLJs68

can be driven by CPs and that this is due to their cooling effect on the near-surface layer69

itself.70

2 Data and Methods71

2.1 FESSTVal Campaign72

This study is based on data from the Field Experiment on Submesoscale Spatio-73

Temporal Variability (FESSTVaL, Hohenegger et al., in review), organized by the Hans-74

Ertel-Centre for Weather Research in Germany. The primary goal of FESSTVaL is mea-75

suring sub-mesoscale to mesoscale variability employing a measurement strategy to cover76

three main aspects: boundary layer patterns, cold pools and wind gusts. The FESST-77

VaL campaign took place from June to August 2021 in the region of the Meteorologi-78

cal Observatory Lindenberg – Richard Assmann Observatory (MOL-RAO) of the Ger-79

man Weather Service (DWD). MOL-RAO is situated in a rural area of the federated state80

Brandenburg in Eastern Germany (EG). The campaign was special due to a dense net-81

work for near-surface measurements, with 80 low-cost and custom-designed APOLLO82

(Autonomous cold POoL LOgger) stations and 19 WXT weather stations (Kirsch, Ho-83

henegger, Klocke, & Ament, 2022). These stations were circularly distributed with a max-84

imum radius of 30 km from the centre where the three supersites were located. The re-85

gional network of many near-surface temperature and humidity sensors was ideal for the86

measurement of CPs.87

At all supersites, Doppler wind LIDAR instruments were installed for vertically re-88

solved wind measurements over heights of several hundred meters, which are needed for89

observing LLJs. The supersites were located in Lindenberg (EGL, 52.21
◦N, 14.13◦E),90

Falkenberg (EGF , 52.16
◦N, 14.14◦E), and Birkholz (EGB , 52.20

◦N, 14.19◦E), with a91

distance of about ∼6 km between each other. The flat area around EGF and EGB is agri-92

culturally used, with the latter having trees in the vicinity. EGL is located in a more93

complex area with buildings and a hill. The LIDAR in EGF and EGB operated in the94

gust mode, i.e., a measurement configuration that allows wind measurements with ∼395

seconds temporal resolution (Steinheuer et al., 2022). The same gust mode was oper-96

ated in EGL, except for 01-10 June 2021 when the velocity azimuth display (VAD) method97

was used (Päschke et al., 2015). We compute 10 minute averages of the winds retrieved98

from the LIDAR measurements unless otherwise stated. Our analysis is based on data99

for all days that had at least 50% data coverage with the LIDAR. Taken together, we100

had sufficient LIDAR measurements on 72, 60 and 63 days in EGF , EGL and EGB .101

We further used data for temporally continuous temperature profiling from a mi-102

crowave radiometer (Löhnert et al., 2022) and tower measurements from 10-98m in EGF ,103

and profiles from radiosondes (Kirsch, Stiehle, et al., 2022) in EGL. Radiosondes were104

launched every six hours beginning at midnight as part of the standard measurement of105

MOL-RAO. Additional soundings were carried out at times in between the standard times106

when events of special interest occurred. For the analysis of the atmospheric stratifica-107

tion, we calculated virtual potential temperature profiles and the Richardson Number108

(Ri) underneath the core of LLJs from radiosondes in EGL and from standard instru-109

ments for weather monitoring that are mounted on a 100m high meteorological tower110

in EGF . Large Ri values (Ri>0.25) imply that the stratification is stronger than shear-111

driven mixing. Unstable conditions and turbulent mixing are associated with negative112

Ri values (Han et al., 2021).113
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2.2 Automated Identifications114

2.2.1 LLJ115

We adopt an automated detection algorithm for LLJs for a systematic analysis of116

the data. Several approaches for LLJs exist, e.g., using relative (Banta et al., 2002; Tuononen117

et al., 2017; Wagner et al., 2019) or absolute (Andreas et al., 2000; Banta et al., 2002;118

Hallgren et al., 2020) criteria to identify sufficiently strong maxima in wind speed pro-119

files. We adopt the method as in Luiz and Fiedler (2022) for the comparability of the120

results. The algorithm uses a vertical shear in the wind speed stronger than –0.005 s-1121

above the jet core for the characteristic nose of LLJs, paired with a minimum difference122

of 2ms−1 between the jet core and the next minimum in the wind speed in the 500m123

deep layer above the jet core. The jet core was defined as the first maximum in the wind124

speed in the lowest 500m a.g.l..125

Prior to the application of the LLJ detection algorithm, we smoothed the vertical126

profiles using moving averages every 5 measurement heights and obtained wind profiles127

with a vertical resolution of 26.5m. The smoothing reduces the small scale and fast vari-128

ability in the winds associated with turbulence. We than removed all detected LLJs shorter129

than 20 minutes since visual inspection showed that these were daytime profiles with strong130

turbulent changes in the wind speed with height. LLJs were detected in all vertical pro-131

files for which we had at least 75% of data between the surface and 1000ṁ a.g.l.. We con-132

nected individual LLJ detections that are consecutive or have up to 20-minute gaps in133

between individual LLJs into one LLJ event. We therefore account for short intermit-134

tent mixing events during LLJs in the statistics.135

2.2.2 Cold Pool136

Past studies identified Cold Pools (CP) using different data ranging from bound-137

ary layer towers (Goff, 1976; Kirsch et al., 2021), moving instruments aboard aircrafts138

and ships (Terai & Wood, 2013; de Szoeke et al., 2017), precipitation radars (Borque et139

al., 2020), model data (Heinold et al., 2013) and a combination of instruments (Mueller140

& Carbone, 1987; Feng et al., 2015). In our study, we adapted the method from Kirsch141

et al. (2021) using 10m temperature data from the measurement tower in EGF . The142

method defines a CP when a minimum temperature reduction by 2K in a 20 minute time143

window is measured. The first 10 minutes with a temperature difference by 0.5K is de-144

fined as the front of the CP. The subsequent temperature decrease during the next hour145

is identified as part of the same CP event. The results from this method were validated146

against a list of CP events from FESSTVaL based on a more complex and multi-site iden-147

tification method using the sensor network (Kirsch, 2022). Compared to the FESSTVaL148

list, three CPs were not identified by our automated method, because of the lack of a149

sufficient temperature decrease in EGF . We did not identify a LLJ for these cases. There150

were also four CPs that were missed by the algorithm due to a too weak temperature151

reduction in EGF , but had a LLJ signature. We therefore manually added these four152

CPs to our statistics. All LLJs that fall onto the same time as a CP were classified as153

CPLLJ*. All profiles from a LLJ event temporally connected to a CP, but not neces-154

sarily co-occurring with the CP, were classified as CPLLJ, i.e., all CPLLJ* are included155

in the CPLLJ statistics.156

3 Results157

3.1 Statistics of LLJs158

All supersites showed a similar frequency of occurrence for LLJs, with 20-23% of159

all available profiles. When accounting only for nocturnal profiles, adopting a solar height160

below 20◦, the LLJ frequency increased to 32-34% of all profiles. The larger frequency161
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of LLJs during the night period indicates a higher probability for forming a nocturnal162

LLJ (NLLJ) along with a stably stratified surface layer following the concept of an in-163

ertial oscillation (e.g., Blackadar, 1957). To assess such NLLJs in more detail, we take164

all LLJs longer than six hours at nighttime. From these NLLJ profiles in EGF , 74% co-165

incided with the occurrence of near-surface temperature inversions, measured by an av-166

erage increase of the air temperature with height in the first 200 m a.g.l.. The average167

Ri value between the surface and the NLLJ core at 00 UTC during NLLJs was 340. Both168

the temperature inversion and the strongly positive Ri are clear indicators of the reduced169

frictional effects on the winds in the NLLJ.170

The co-occurrence of LLJs across the supersites depends on their duration. When171

a LLJs in EGF occurred, we observed also a LLJ at the other two supersites in 75% of172

the cases. Restricting the analysis to events longer than 3 hours increased the LLJ co-173

occurrence to 84%. This is consistent with the perception that long-lived LLJs simul-174

taneously occur over a larger spatial extent for similar atmospheric conditions. Differ-175

ently, when analyzing events shorter than 3 hours, the co-occurrence decreased to 47%.176

This is to be expected since short LLJs can be associated with density currents from con-177

vective cold pools that may not affect all sites simultaneously or can be nocturnal LLJs178

perturbed by local conditions leading to intermittent vertical mixing at different times.179

Take for instance the measurements at EGF . There, 92% of the days had at least one180

LLJ detection, but events longer than one (three) hour were detected in 68% (40%) of181

the days.182

3.2 LLJs associated with cold pools183

3.2.1 Statistical assessment184

The results of the joint detection of CPs and LLJs highlight that 6.8% of all LLJ185

profiles in EGF were directly connected to a CP (CPLLJ). LLJs at the same time as the186

passage of the CP (CPLLJ*) add up to a fraction of 1.7% of the total number of LLJ187

profiles. From all CPLLJ profiles in EGF , we have seen in about 27% of the cases a si-188

multaneous occurrence of a LLJ at the other two supersites. The average length of CPLLJs189

was about two hours. CPLLJs in a triangular area with a side length of about six kilo-190

meters are therefore much shorter than NLLJs owing to the fact that the area with CPLLJ191

migrates in space over time and they have relatively short-lived driving mechanism. Down-192

drafts from deep convective clouds in the mid-latitudes generate the CPs. They are hor-193

izontally spreading density currents that are more local and short-lived for instance com-194

pared to the radiative cooling, that plays a continuous role in the nocturnal boundary195

layer across space as key process for NLLJs.196

CPLLJs occur under substantially different synoptic-scale conditions than NLLJs.197

The wind rose in Figure 1a shows that winds in the core of CPLLJs had two prevailing198

directions around Northwest and East, with easterlies being overall dominant. These di-199

rections are very different compared to the statistics for NLLJs that have primarily South-200

easterlies in the core. These results point to the overall different meteorological condi-201

tions under which NLLJs and CPLLJs occur. For example, while NLLJs are favoured202

by anticyclonic weather patterns in Germany (Emeis, 2014; Luiz & Fiedler, 2022), our203

visual inspection of the weather charts for the identified CPLLJs pointed to the influ-204

ence of a low pressure system (not shown). This result is consistent with the requirement205

of having a convective situation that allows for sufficient lift for the development of deep206

moist convection as origin of cold pools and CPLLJs.207

CPLLJ were on average slightly weaker and lower than NLLJs. Figure 1b–c shows208

the distribution of the wind speed and the height of the jet cores. The mean wind speed209

in the core of CPLLJ (CPLLJ*) was 7.1 (7.4)ms−1 at a mean height of 207 (190)m. This210

is about 1.5ms−1 less compared to the average wind speed in the core of NLLJs (8.6ms−1)211

and at a lower height by about 20m (227m). At the same time, the wind gusts in the212
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core of CPLLJs were stronger, with speeds up to 17.5ms−1 in EGF exceeding the max-213

imum of 15ms−1 for NLLJs by 2.5ms−1. Closer to the surface, the differences in the winds214

were even larger than in the core. When we use the 40m-wind speeds as an example, we215

find that the winds during CPLLJs were on average weaker, but associated with stronger216

gusts compared to NLLJs (Figure 1d–e). The 10-minute averaged differences between217

the maximum 3s gust and the minimum 3s wind speed were for instance 2.9 (1.9)ms−1
218

during CPLLJs (NLLJs) at 40m a.g.l. (Figure 1f) indicative for the sharp wind increases219

of CPLLJs that lead to wind-power ramps.220

Figure 1. Relative density histograms of the wind during NLLJs and CPLLJs in EGF .

Shown are: (a) LLJ core wind direction, (b) LLJ core height, (c) LLJ core 10-min averaged wind

speed, (d) 10-minutes averaged wind speed at 40m, (e) 40m wind gusts and (f) 40m wind speed

variability. Wind gusts are defined as the maximum 3s wind speed in 10-minutes intervals. The

variability in (f) was calculated as the difference between the gust and the minimum wind speeds

in the same 10-minutes intervals.

3.2.2 Temporal development221

Most CPLLJ appeared together with the CP front and were seen in our measure-222

ments for up to two hours after the front had passed. However, we observed three CPLLJ223

events longer than two hours with one such case during the afternoon of 29 June 2021.224

This CPLLJ event lasted for about six hours at EGF and was recorded at all supersites225

(Figure 2). The CP reached EGF around 14 UTC (16 LT), leading to jet-like profiles226

at all three supersites and strong winds with 10-min averages of up to 14ms−1. At EGF ,227

the CPLLJ started at the same time when the CP front arrived. The winds in the CPLLJ228

core were strong, e.g., with gusts in the jet core (at 40m) of up to 21 (13)ms−1 in EGB .229

The CPLLJ persisted until about 19 UTC (21 LT) at EGL and EGF . In EGB , the den-230

sity current started slightly earlier due to the geographical position of the site upwind231

from the other two sites. There, the CPLLJ development was interrupted by a break of232

about one hour after the CP had passed. This difference is due to local influences on the233

winds since the other two sites had a continuous detection of a CPLLJ over time. We234

also see changing heights for the core of the CPLLJ, particularly in the first hour after235

the CP passage. This behaviour is possibly connected to a gravity wave in the wake of236

the migrating cold pool, e.g., known from other density currents (Udina et al., 2013). At237

EGL, there was also a weak LLJ signature up to about 40 minutes ahead of the CP, pos-238
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sibly connected to upslope winds at the hill due to the strong daytime heating, reflected239

by a 2m air temperature of 28◦C before the arrival of the CP.240

A CP can favour the formation of a surface-temperature inversion that results in241

a LLJ formation similar to NLLJs. We illustrate this mechanism with temperature and242

wind speed profiles. The CP arrived in EGF around 14 UTC on 29 June 2021, visible243

as rapid reduction in the 10m air temperature by 5.7◦C within 20 minutes (Figure 2a244

and 3a). At the same time when the density current reached the site, a CPLLJ* pro-245

file occurred. The CPLLJ* shows the strongest wind speeds around 100m a.g.l. with246

gusts of up to 17ms−1 at EGF . The vertical profile of the wind speed has already the247

characteristic nose-like shape for a LLJ at all three sites when the CP front arrives (Fig-248

ure 2b). At that time the temperature profile is, however, still indicating unstable strat-249

ification (Figure 3a and c). Ten minutes after the passage of the leading edge of the CP,250

a temperature inversion is first seen, the winds slacken throughout the profile and CPLLJs251

profiles are identified (Figure 2). Because this development begins in the daytime con-252

vective boundary layer (16 LT), it is a clear indicator that CPs can contribute to build-253

ing a surface temperature inversion. In the case assessed here, the CP initially cooled254

all layers between the surface and up to at least 400m a.g.l., leading to a stronger cool-255

ing of the layers closest to the surface behind the passage of the leading edge of the CP256

(Figure 3a). Ten minutes later, the levels below 200m a.g.l. continued to cool, forming257

a temperature inversion as one would typically expect much later in the transition to night.258

The formation of the temperature inversion reduced the frictional coupling of the259

winds in some distance to the surface in the wake of the CP, allowing LLJs to form al-260

ready during the day with a mechanism similar to NLLJs. That change in stratification261

is seen ten minutes after the CP front, e.g., as inversion in the air temperature over the262

lowest 200m in EGF (Figure 2a). The newly formed CPLLJ in EGF is continuously seen263

in the measurements until 19 UTC. During the CPLLJ lifetime, several intermittent mix-264

ing events occur indicated by the change in the vertical stratification and below-threshold265

Ri, particularly in the evening transition between 16 and 18 UTC, i.e., two to four hours266

after the CP front. After 18 UTC, the nocturnal radiative cooling sufficiently strength-267

ens the surface inversion again to increase Ri. The development of low-level stratifica-268

tion including the height of the CPLLJs is clearly seen in the vertical profiles for virtual269

potential temperature from radiosondes in EGL (Figure 3c–d). One hour ahead of the270

CP, the boundary layer has the typical daytime profile with unstable conditions close271

to the surface and a neutral stratification in the well-mixed layer with light winds through-272

out the boundary layer (13 UTC, 15 LT). At the time of the CP arrival in EGL and EGF273

(14 UTC, 16 LT), the virtual potential temperature decreased with height, indicative for274

convective mixing and a strong LLJ appears, with 14ms−1 in the core around 260m a.g.l..275

The virtual potential temperature profile shows a stably stratified surface layer in the276

wake of the CP (16 UTC, 18 LT) with a strong inversion between the surface up to 250m277

a.g.l.. At that time, a CPLLJ was seen with a core around 500m a.g.l. near the top of278

the surface inversion, in agreement with the LIDAR measurements. The Ri values sup-279

port these findings with Ri=-259 and Ri=-50 at 13 and 14 UTC indicative for vertical280

mixing, and Ri=2950 at 16 UTC that is characteristic for a stable stratification. The281

CPLLJ ended around 19 UTC (21 LT), thus around the time when NLLJ development282

would typically begin. In fact, NLLJs were mostly detected after 19 UTC during FES-283

STVaL. We suspect that the CPLLJ could have continued in the course of the night if284

no perturbation would have occurred. Although some periods of atmospheric stability285

were identified in the night after the CP event, the influence of a low pressure system286

prevent a sufficient reduction of the frictional coupling to the surface that would be needed287

for a NLLJ.288
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Figure 2. Temperature, stability metrics, and winds for the CPLLJ of 29 June 2021. Shown

are time series (a) for (shading) the vertical gradient in air temperature from the microwave ra-

diometer and (dashed line) the 10m air temperature in EGF , and (b–d) the (shading) vertical

profiles of wind speeds in EGF , EGL and EGB . In a, ∇ and − mark the times with above-

threshold Ri and positive vertical gradients in the virtual potential temperature calculated from

the meteorological tower between 10 and 80m as indicators for near-surface stable conditions,

and the vertical dashed lines mark the start and end point of the automated CP detection. In

b–d, black circles mark the automated detection of LLJs.

4 Discussion and Conclusion289

The present study shows the first systematic assessment of convectively generated290

cold pools (CP) as driving mechanism for low-level jets (LLJ) based on new observations291

in Central Europe. We provide observational evidence for how a CP contributes to the292

formation of a surface-temperature inversion that allows a LLJ to develop in the wake293

of a CP. The connection of LLJs and CP events was earlier only documented in convection-294

permitting simulations over Africa (Heinold et al., 2013), describing dust storms simul-295

taneously connected to LLJs and CPs. Heinold et al. (2013) inferred that aged cold pools296

glide up over a radiatively formed stable surface layer, triggering LLJ formation over a297

large area due to the locally induced pressure gradient. Our observational results high-298

light that a cold pool itself can help to form the surface inversion needed for a prolonged299

LLJ development. In the observed case, the boundary layer initially cooled the atmo-300

sphere up to at least 400m a.g.l. when the CP arrived. The temperature inversion de-301

veloped behind the leading edge of the CP, when the air below 200m a.g.l. continued302

to cool. Since this development occurred during daytime when radiative cooling does not303

dominate the temperature development, it points to CPs as trigger for the formation of304

a surface inversion. The associated reduced frictional coupling of the wind with the sur-305

face allowed the generation of LLJs in the wake of the CP already during daytime and306

not unlike the mechanism of nocturnal LLJs. We did not observe a continuous turning307

of the wind for LLJs connected to cold pools (CPLLJ), but this is also not the case for308

most nocturnal LLJs at the site due to non-stationary conditions. The strongest near-309

surface temperature inversion is seen at the beginning of CPLLJ, namely up to one hour310

after the CP front. Due to the later weaker stability, the winds in the CPLLJ core were311

weaker and there was more vertical mixing than earlier during the event.312
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Figure 3. Vertical profiles during the CPLLJ of 29 June 2021 in Falkenberg at the top and

Lindenberg at the bottom. Shown are vertical profiles of (a–b) temperature from the microwave

radiometer and wind speed from the Doppler wind LIDAR in EGF , (c–d) virtual potential tem-

perature with the vertically averaged Ri and wind speed from the radiosondes in EGL. CP in a,b

are the 10-min averaged profiles at the time of the automatically identified CP, with ± indicating

the time difference relative to the CP in minutes. All times are in UTC.

LLJs connected to cold pools (CPLLJ) comprised 4.7% of the LLJ profiles in sum-313

mer 2021. The average liftime of CPLLJs was two hours. Due to their low frequency of314

occurrence, CPLLJs do not strongly influence LLJ climatologies in regions where con-315

vective downdrafts play a minor role, but some of their characteristics, e.g. stronger gusts316

and wind variability compared to nocturnal LLJs, can have adverse impacts, e.g., for wind317

power production (Kalverla, Duncan Jr, et al., 2019) which becomes increasingly impor-318

tant as Europe moves towards more wind power capacities to reach climate-neutrality.319

The lower height and gusty winds associated with CPLLJs have for instance impacts on320

wind turbines and the operation of wind parks feeding electricity into the transmission321

grid that needs to keep a stable frequency within a tight range to avoid blackouts. Rapid322

temporal changes in wind speeds like during CPLLJs can lead to strong power fluctu-323

ations also known as power ramps. These can be technically balanced, but need to be324

known early enough, e.g., from forecasts and from climatological assessments. To that325

end, we compared the observed CPLLJs against ERA5 reanalysis data and found that326

none of the CPLLJs were simulated by the model (not shown). It indicates that a driv-327
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ing mechanism of LLJs is entirely missing. There is good reason to believe that this might328

also be true for other weather and climate models with parameterized convection, e.g.,329

indicated by the challenge to simulate cloud processes (Bony et al., 2015). Although CPLLJ330

are rare in Germany, they can be much larger and more frequent elsewhere, e.g., indi-331

cated by storm-resolving simulations in the Saharan desert (Heinold et al., 2013). Fu-332

ture research might advance our understanding of CPLLJ statistics, when more storm-333

resolving simulations become available.334
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